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1
The Question raises issues of serious national public importance
1.

As the Respondents note, this Court held in Haida that Indigenous groups may have

claims against private parties.' Contrary to the Respondents' assertion, however, this Court did
not specify that such claims could, as here, be predicated on assertions of constitutionallyprotected Aboriginal rights and title, though other courts have done so — including in this case.2
2.

Such claims in turn raise important and challenging questions as to the interplay between

private and public law -- as to how the recognition and affirmation of Aboriginal rights and title
pursuant to s. 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982 unfolds in the private sphere, and what effect
judgments in private claims predicated on Aboriginal rights have on governments and the public
at large. These issues have yet to be canvassed by this Court. It is for this very reason that this
case invites the Court's guidance.
3.

Such guidance is all the more vital where, as here, the territories underlying the claim

cross provincial boundaries and therefore potentially draw the courts of one province into
pronouncing upon rights in land and property in another province.
4.

The Respondents assert in their memorandum that the declarations of Aboriginal rights
and title they seek are merely "ancillary" and would not be binding on governments. This runs
flatly counter to what is expressly asserted in their pleadings (including their Notice of
Constitutional Question) which, inter alia, seek declarations from the court that the asserted
rights are "constitutionally protected," and that some 28 Newfoundland and Labrador ("NL")
statutes are inoperable. It is those pleadings that gave rise to the intervention by the Applicant
and its motion to strike. Pleadings matter a great deal -- especially in an arena as complex,
delicate and fraught as this one. As this Court has held, the determination of complex issues
raised by Aboriginal rights and title requires "the procedural advantages" afforded by rules
governing civil claims, but "[s]uch potential advantages are dissipated, however, if the ordinary
rules governing civil litigation, including the rules of pleading, are not respected."3
Haida Nation v British Columbia (Minister of Forests), [2004] 3 SCR 511, 2004 SCC 73 at
para 56.
2 Saik'uz First Nation v Rio Tinto Alcan Inc., 2015 BCCA 154; Uashaunnuat (Innus de Uashat et
de Mani-Utenam) c Compagnie miniere IOC inc. (Iron Ore Company of Canada), 2014 QCCS
4403.
3 Lax Kw'alaams Indian Band y Canada (Attorney General), [2011] 3 SCR 535 at para 11.
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5.

Further, the proposition that the claims here would only be binding on the formal parties

begs more questions than it answers, and invites clarity from this Court. In the Respondents'
view, the Superior Court of Quebec ("SCQ") could make findings that the claimants have
Aboriginal rights/title over lands within NL, and that the Defendants' activities violate such
rights, without this having any actual juridical effect in NL, or as against the Crown in right of
that Province. Authorizations granted to the Defendants by the NL Crown could be found to be
violations of Aboriginal rights by the courts of Quebec, without such finding being binding
against the Crown of NL or in that province. The Defendants' industrial activities in NL would
under this approach (and that of the courts below) be lawful under the laws of NL, but enjoined
as illegal under the law and by order of the courts of another Province.
6.

Similarly, under the Respondents' and the Court of Appeal's view, the following findings

or orders could be made and somehow be binding only as against the Defendants, without any
juridical effect on any other individuals or Crown: (i) a declaration that the Defendants' property
is that of the plaintiffs; (ii) a constructive trust in regard to the Defendants' installations; (iii) a
declaration that the Megaproject infringes the plaintiffs' Aboriginal title and inherent and treaty
rights; (iv) a declaration of Aboriginal title over Nitassinan in NL; (v) a declaration of inherent
Aboriginal rights and treaty rights throughout Nitassinan, including a right to all natural
resources therein, including minerals; (vi) a declaration of a right to hunt, fish, trap and harvest
throughout Nitassinan; (vii) a declaration of an Aboriginal or treaty right to exercise jurisdiction
over Nitassinan; (viii) A right to use of waterways, to erect camps, to control and manage all of
Nitassinan including the flora fauna, environment and natural resources, and to exploit forestry
resources; (ix) a declaration that such rights and title are protected by the Constitution; and (x) a
permanent injunction against mineral extraction, including in Labrador City.
7.

While the Respondents' claims for damages may be ancillary to those claims, this does

not make them any less essential; damages and injunctive relief are not claims themselves, but
remedies, dependent on underlying claims/causes of action.
8.

It is readily apparent why such assertions must be pleaded in the context of a claim that is

dependent on breaches of Aboriginal rights and title. But it is equally apparent that such
assertions in turn pose legal, conceptual and practical difficulties as regards their wider effect on
public and constitutional authorities of provincial Crowns.
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9.

The Respondents cite Saik'uz First Nation v Rio Tinto Alcan Inc.,4 and Athabasca
Chipewyan First Nation v British Columbia,5 for the proposition that a provincial superior court
has jurisdiction in relation to claims that rely on Aboriginal title or rights, even where the
impugned party is a private entity and the Crown is not named as defendant.
10.

Those cases do indeed suggest that claims against private entities but based on public
Aboriginal law rights are available, and on the rise; hence the need for guidance from this Court
as to how such claims navigate the resulting overlapping space between private and public law.
11.

However, those cases do not assist the Respondents. Neither related to property or lands

outside the province of the courts in which the claim was instituted. While the defendant B.C.
Hydro in Athabasca Chipewyan First Nation was resident in another province, the claim was for
interference with the First Nation's riparian rights and nuisance on lands or properties located in
Alberta. Only the Alberta Courts would have jurisdiction in that regard. (That case is also
supportive of the Applicant's position in another respect, in holding that the Alberta Courts did
not have jurisdiction over the B.C. Crown, on the basis of Crown immunity.)
12.

The Respondents cite Laflamme c Groupe Norplex inc.6 for the principle that even where

a "real right" such as a right-of-way (servitude) is affected, the action remains a "personal" one.
The Respondents have misconstrued this decision; the Court of Appeal held that a servitude was
a "real" right under s. 1119 C. c. Q., but that damages may be sought for its breach under
traditional rules of civil liability. It is trite law that damages are available for a breach of a
"personal" or a "real" right; whether the action was "real" or "personal" was of no consequence
since the SCQ had jurisdiction over the parties and subject-matter. The distinction between
"personal" and "real" actions did not arise and was not discussed.
The application of the rules of private international law
13.

The Respondents submit that the SCQ has jurisdiction as a matter of private international

law, on the basis of the residence of the Defendants. It is trite law, however, that a court must

2015 BCCA 154.
2001 ABCA 112.
6 2017 QCCA 1459.
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have jurisdiction over both the parties and the subject matter of the litigation.? Here, the latter is
lacking, in regard to those claims relating to land and property within NL.
14.

In this regard, the Respondents again confuse remedy with cause of action. A claim for

damages or an injunction is neither personal nor real; these are remedies, and must flow from an
underlying cause of action. If the claim giving rise to damages sounds in tort or in contract — as
transpired in the very cases cited by the Respondents8 — it is a personal one. If the harm giving
rise to damages or other relief relates to property, the claim is a real one. If both are engaged, the
action is mixed, in which case the court must have jurisdiction in regard to both its personal and
real aspects.9 Thus, the SCQ can clearly render an order for damages or injunctive relief,
including one with extraterritorial effect, in a "personal" action (provided the Club Resorts Ltd. v
Van Bredal° criteria applies). But it cannot do so in a "real" action.
15.

The Respondents repeat the argument that Aboriginal rights and title claims are somehow

"personal" in nature, and argue that the action is "principally"/"dans son ensemble" personal.
The first of these arguments is simply untenable. In addition to Aboriginal title, which ipso facto
is an interest in land, Aboriginal "activity" rights such as a right to hunt and fish are, contrary to
the Respondents' assertions, necessarily territorial in nature. The right is not to harvest wildlife
"at large," but to do so within a particular and defined territory.11 The Respondents expressly
state that territory to be "Nitassinan," which they define, with near metes-and-bounds precision,
as including a large portion of Labrador. Indeed, the suggestion that such rights are not tied to a
specific territory would obviate any underlying claim against the Defendants, which can only be
made out if the Defendants' activities occur within or negatively impact a territory over which
the Respondents assert rights.
16.

The argument that the claim is "principally" personal is likewise incorrect, but also

beside the point. The Attorney-General's motion only seeks, respectfully, to excise from the
action those real claims relating to lands and property within NL.
CGAO c Groupe Anderson inc., 2017 QCCA 923.
8 Zuckerman c Target Corporation, 2015 QCCA 1809; Impulsora Turistica de Occidente, SA de
CV v Transat Tours Canada Inc., [2007] 1 SCR 867; Transat Tours Canada inc. c Impulsora
Turistica de Occidente, SA de CV, 2006 QCCA 413.
9 CGAO c Groupe Anderson inc., 2017 QCCA 923 at para 10.
10 [2012] 1 SCR 572.
11 R v Sappier; R v Gray, [2006] 2 SCR 686 at para 50.
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5
Crown immunity
17.

The Respondents argue that no property of NL is subject to the Respondents' claim

because, on the basis of this Court's decision in Tsilhqorin Nation,12 the Crown in Right of NL
has no interest in lands subject to Aboriginal title. Thus, the lands and resources claimed by the
Respondents, they assert, do not belong to the Crown. This is rather putting the cart before the
horse. The claim seeks to establish that such asserted title exists (the burden for which rests with
the Respondents),I3 The question here is which Court has the necessary jurisdiction to make such
a finding, as regards lands and resources that are situated within the borders of NL, the surface
and subsurface title to which, unless and until declared otherwise, vests with the Crown.
18.

It is precisely because a finding of Aboriginal title to the claimed lands within NL, if

made, would substantially displace the NL Crown's existing interests in those lands that the
constitutional principle of Crown immunity is so clearly and necessarily engaged here. It would
be an astonishing result if such an outcome could be ordered by the Courts of a province other
than the Supreme Court of Newfoundland and Labrador.
Access to justice and proportionality
19.

The Respondents argue that access to justice and proportionality require this Court not to

intervene. The Applicant submits that such concerns do not outweigh the importance of guidance
from this Court as to how claims against private entities but based on public Aboriginal law
rights are to be properly advanced. Nor can such concerns serve to confer on the courts of
Quebec a power to declare rights and title over lands and property in NL.
20.

The Respondents rely on this Court's decision in Endean." The case is not apposite here:

class actions had been issued and certified in each jurisdiction (no claim has been filed in this
case before NL courts). This Court's decision in Endean affirmed the jurisdiction of each
superior court to hear and decide the matter independently within their jurisdiction.
Conclusion
21.

For the above reasons and those set out in the Applicant's Application, the Attorney-

General of Newfoundland and Labrador prays leave of this Court for leave to appeal.
Tsilhqot'in Nation v British Columbia, [2014] 2 SCR 257.
13 Tsilhqorin Nation v British Columbia, [2014] 2 SCR 257 at para 50.
12
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